
Dear Jim, 	 8/14/81 
We've assumed you were busy with the part-time bob in addition to all else. But 

in your letter of the 9th you say nothing about fixing the underpinnings of the hosue. 
Hope that means there vete no special problems. 

Your friend Pete ''reyfus is one of a multitude who are trusting people and believe 
what they read, never dreaming that there are liars of the Litton variety. The way he 
does it is 81M: Whether or not he influenced his witnesses, whose memoriis cantt reeljer 
be trusted after the long time lapse, he quotes them straightfacedly saying what he knows 
can't be true and he bases on this theories he also knows can't be truee; 

If Dreyfus were familiar with the literature he'd have substabtial basis for having 
dAubts abiut Lifton's ihtegrity. Lifton cleiee  credit for all that is known about the 
JFK assassination for himself and only himself. X Knowledge of the literature would 
immediately tell Dreyfus that nothing factual in Lifton's book originates with nia.-  
And he would ask himself why Lifton makes such false representations.'  

Don't waste your time on the bad book. If you'd like youecan give Dreyfus a couple 
of cues he'll grasp readily.` Litton claims there was a chance to tamper with the corpse 
on AF1 in Dallas because General McHugh was at INK hot with it all the time. McHugh 
has refuted this in an angry letter to Time, which seac had subsidiary rights. (Lefton 
theories that the body was altered and theorized different times andplaces. Import: a 
combination of the Secret Service, the Presidential staff and the military assassinated.) 
There were many others on the plane and never It away from where the casket was. Most of 
the JFK staff. all the secret Serbice escort.' some military, etc. 

He also theorizes that the real casket and real corse were taken off the wrong 
side of the plane at Andrews Field in DC. Not the caaketl corpse only, The whole thing 
was heavily floodlights and even if that did not preclude even thinking of taking such a 
risk, the fact is that there were about 3,000 spectators close to that side of AFie They 
would have seen this and certainly one would have had something to say'. 

He talks about a helicopter taking off, suggesting that it flew to Walter Reed for 
hankyeatky with the corpse, to cover up what happened by altering the corpse. Well, 
what he doesn't say is that km helicopters took off, each for a special and necessary 
purpose, and neither went to Walter Reed. Not for any purpose. One carried LBJ and the 
other flew the military honor guard out to Bethesdae That simple. 

Lifton says that there was an extra ambulance. Vorrect, and account for other than 
as he fabricates, for carrying a dummy cadket. The CO of the Navy hospital was LBJ's 
cardiac expert, so he sent an ambulance and a heart specialist just in case laa 
needed help from the great stress. That simple. 

Lifton elpims that the ambulance from Walter reed slipped in the back gate of the 



Navy Medical Center with the doctored corpse. Obvious he has to have them gettiaajn  
some way and the security at the front gates preclude his dreaming that up0 So he 
fabricates that it was through the rear sa gate. By accident I know that also was impos-
sible*  I have a neighbor who worked there then. Be was an a vet and he was assigned to 
the Armed Forces Radiological Institution, which was at ethesda. In going home at 
night he always used the back entrance because it was so much closer and because he 
avoided the always heavy Wisconsin Ave* traffic that way. His recollection of that night 
is very clear. They were told about the extra security and its purpose and as he left 
he saw some of the speciaLarr:aagements*" Ike- lighting up the heliport. But when he got 
to the rear gate it was locked and there was no attendant to open it. Be had to turn 
around and fight his way out the heavy emergency traffic Igethe front gates and then 
struggle through the heavier than usual street traffic. 

Lifton mekes up that there was also hankg panky at ?ethesda and to invent a time 
condition that might enable this he omits entirely in his time reconstruction the time 
necessary for taking the X-rays and pictures that were taken before the first-  knife 
cut. On this he called me up to VA threaten me with a lawsuit, allegedly after con-
sulting with the publisher's lawyers. Be had his usual enlargement on something that had 
happened.' I had told someobe that these theories are the theories of the Lifton who 
had phoned me in 1966 to assure me that the assassination was done from papier nache 
trees, assisted by Baewn & Root Maud= tunnela dug in secret in Dealey Plaza. Be pretended 
that I'd played a tape of these calls, as I hadn't. I told him to stop bothering me, that 
he and I both know what he is, a crook and a faker, and that hens also a deliberate 
liar. When he asked for an illustration TAN told him about the time required for the 
exposing of the film, that he did not allow for it. He claimed he did and I asked him how 
and he actnally said because the autopsy did not begin until 10:30a I Raked why he said 
that and he said that this is what the radiologist told him. No doubt the radiologist, 
whose other recollections also are faulty, did say something like that* But Lifton knows 
it isn't true and the the film was exposked at 7:30 and the cutting began a little after S. 
Because he can't live with that he has built all these false structures and with the 
publisher's help got away with it making much moneytetoo. 

It doesn't make any difference] hOw many impossible statements he has because if 
they are impossible the number of them does not reduce the impossibilitY0 

There is a simple law of assassination publishing: the better the book, the less the 
chance; conversely, the worse the book, the more attrac ive to the publisher." 

I've decided to do a little good, not on the level of your Hospice work.' I amdriving 
a woman older than we are to the store and bank because she has no dither means. We should 
all do more of such things. 
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Sorry you can t lend us a little of tour wonderfUl weather, but by andlarge we've 

been making out 04 Today is less humid but only a few recent days, for months, have 

not gone to 90 or higher. I get my exercise in the mornings when it isn't raining, in 

the woods just past the pool. I've beensawing up a lop wood, to 6" diameter, with a 

16" pruning saw. Ineffecient as hell but great exercise! I take a cool dri4k and a radio 

with me and I've not only sawed up a cord or more but I've spli all that I had to split, 

a littlei less than a cord, and I've got it all stacked; Finished it this a.m., except 

for hard, dry stuff over 11" in diambeher than won -t split; When I get back to the chain 

saw I'll slice that! I have a sturdy sawbuck and I take an old lawn chair to it. I sit 

when T Pustm, and if using so small a saw didn't l&Ok funny, my sitting certainly did; 

I've got three large poplar logs to get cut into stove length, after which I can get 

them into the woods and enjoy splitting them, too. as I also split sitting dawn; 

Once there is dormancy and before bitter cold weather I want to get a few dead bull or 

mountain pines down, They are deadi thus de4Y, but they'll probably deposit some creo-

sote from the armoa when I split those I could split of year before last's cutting. 

Then, on the house side of the pond, I'll have only some locusts to cull and except for 

any future damage I'll have it the way I want it, with regard to trees. Makes me feel 

good, no matter how ridiculous it may lookmor sound or how ineffecient it id.Good 

is not best medicine. 

I've been sending a few extra carbons (Dave has) pertaining to the new affidavit in 

the old spectro case. If I did not tell you, the affidavit proper is 112 legal-sized 

pages and there are 82 exhibits.' A local history prof friend, after reading itissyst 

said, 'nu/ye cut them a new asshole," Hope so. Lesar yesterday eeked for an extension of 

time so he could do t e material justice, his words, in his notion,' etc. I plan  for a 

press conference after Labor Day. I think maybe with attention this can do something 

It is absolutely definitive:We're asking the judge to order the duplication of the teats 

the results of which are withheld and I want to push on perjuryg; Perhaps with &aster-

maldts help, with the congress. He seems interested. He used the same words about assholes 

when he visited me in the$hospital and I told Aim what I expected tp do. That was 

before we deposed the Lab agent who spilled a bit, like they didn't make the necessary 

tests in the JFK case. 

I now have proof that the FBI destroyed much of its arrison material, all of the 

special files I'd identified. Now I have to address that for Lesar. 

Our best, 
t 


